We consider the massive vector N-component (λϕ 4 ) D theory in Euclidian space and, using an extended Matsubara formalism we perform a compactification on a
Introduction
Questions concerning stability and existence of phase transitions are usually raised in the realm of field theories as an effect of temperature, but similar queries may also appear for confined systems, if we consider the behaviour of field theories as function of the spatial boundaries. One of the most striking examples of this kind of situation is the Abrikosov lattice of vortices occuring in type-II superconductors in high magnetic fields [1] . A recent account on aspects of finite-temperature field theory and on the behaviour of systems confined by spatial boundaries can be found in Refs. [2, 3, 4, 5] . In another related domain of investigation, there are systems presenting defects created, for instance, in the process of crystal growth by some prepared circumstances (domain walls). At the level of effective field theories, in many situations this can be modeled by considering a Dirac fermionic field whose mass changes its sign as it crosses the defect. In other words, the domain wall plays the role of a critical boundary, separating two different states of the system (see for instance [7, 8] and the references therein). In any case, the problem regarding to the behaviour of physical parameters in field theories (masses or coupling constants) on temperature as well as on spatial boundaries or inhomogeneities is still largely open and deserves further investigation.
These aspects are addressed here by using a modified Matsubara scheme.
For Euclidian field theories, imaginary time (temperature) and the spatial coordinates are on exactly the same footing, so that the Matsubara formalism can be also applied for the breaking of invariance along any of the spatial directions. Therefore, the existence of phase transitions induced either by spatial boundaries (separating different states of the system) or by temperature or both can be analyzed in a general fashion.
In order to advance with, in this note we present a general procedure to compactify a ddimensional subspace for the massive vector N-component (λϕ 4 ) D theory in Euclidian space.
This permits to extending to an arbitrary subspace results in the literature for finite temperature field theory [2, 3, 4] and for the behaviour of field theories in presence of spatial boundaries [5] .
Our aim is to construct a general framework to study effects associated to simultaneous heating and spatial confinement, for a model that allows a non-perturbative approach. We consider the finite-temperature vector N -component (λϕ 4 ) D Euclidian theory at leading order in 1 N , the system being submitted to the constraint of compactification of a d-dimensional subspace, d ≤ D. After describing the general formalism, the renormalization is implemented for the interesting particular case with d = 2, i.e., the heated system at a temperature β −1 confined between two infinite parallel planes a distance L apart from one another. For this situation, we also derive the equation for the critical curve in the β × L plane.
Compactification of a d-dimensional subspace
We consider the model described by the Lagrangian density,
in Euclidian D-dimensional space, where λ is the coupling constant, m 0 is the mass (see below) and summation over repeated "colour" indices a is assumed. To simplify the notation in the following we drop out the colour indices, summation over them being understood in field products. We consider the system in thermal equilibrium with a reservoir at temperature β −1 and confined 
where it is understood that one of the axis (say, i = 1) corresponds to imaginary time (inverse temperature). A simpler situation is the heated system confined between two parallel planes a distance L apart from one another, normal to the x -axis. In this case we have Cartesian coordinates r = (τ, x, z), where formally τ correspond to the imaginary time axis and z is a (D − 2)-dimensional vector, with corresponding momenta k = (k τ , k x , q), q being a (D − 2)-dimensional vector in momenta space. Then the multiple Matsubara replacements above reduce to,
Notice that compactification can be implemented in different ways, as for instance by imposing specific conditions on the fields at spatial boundaries. Here, we choose periodic boundary conditions in order to have a unified Matsubara prescription for both temperature and spatial dimensions.
We start from the well known expression for the one-loop contribution to the zero-temperature effective potential [6] ,
where m is the renormalized mass. For the Wick-ordered model, since in this case the tadpoles are suppressed, it is unnecessary to perform an explicit mass renormalization at the order In the following, to deal with dimensionless quantities in the regularization procedures, we
, where ϕ 0 is the normalized vacuum expectation value of the field (the classical field) and µ is a mass scale. In terms of these parameters and performing the Matsubara replacements (2), the one-loop contribution to the effective potential can be written in the form,
Using a well-known dimensional regularization formula [9] to perform the integration over the (D − d) non-compactfied momentum variables, we obtain
where
and
Next we can proceed generalizing to several dimensions the mode-sum regularization recipe described in Ref. [10] . Using the identity,
we get,
where,
Considering the property of functions T 1 ,
we can notice that the surviving terms in Eq.(10) are proportional to (
Inserting in Eq.(15) the explicit form of the function S(x) in Eq. (14) and using the following representation for Bessel functions of the third kind,
we obtain after some long but straightforward manipulations,
(17) we obtain from Eq.(6 ) the one-loop correction to the effective potential in D dimensions with a compactified d-dimensional subspace,
with
For d = 2, with L 1 = β and L 2 = L, we get the thermal and boundary dependent one-loop correction to the effective potential,
For d = 1, Eq.(18) reduces to the cases of thermal or boundary dependences separately, studied in Refs. [2] , [4] and [5] . In the next section we apply the formalism presented here to the simpler case d = 2: the heated system at a temperature β −1 confined between two parallel planes a distance L apart from one another.
Renormalization scheme
We consider in the following the zero external-momenta four-point function, which is the basic object for our definition of the renormalized coupling constant. The four-point function at leading order in In order to have a coherent procedure in any dimension, these subtractions should be performed even in the case of odd dimension D, where no poles of Γ-functions are present.
Note that since we are using dimensional regularization techniques, there is implicitly in the above formulas a factor µ 4−D in the definition of the coupling constant. In what follows we make explicit this factor, the symbol λ standing for the dimensionless coupling parameter (which coincides with the physical coupling constant in D = 4). To proceed we use the renormalization conditions,
and 
where the β and L dependent contribution G(D, β, L) comes from the second term between brackets in Eq. (20), that is,
and H(D), a polar parcel coming from the first term between brackets in Eq. (20), is
We see from Eq.(26) that for even dimensions D ≥ 4, H(D) is divergent, due to the pole of the Γ-function. Accordingly this term must be subtracted to give the renormalized single bubble function Σ R (D, β, L). We get simply,
As mentioned before, for sake of uniformity the term H(D) is also subtracted in the case of odd dimension D, where no poles of Γ -functions are present. In these cases we perform a finite renormalization. ¿From the properties of Bessel functions it can be seen from Eq.(25) that for any 
and the renormalized zero-temperature coupling constant in the absence of boundaries as,
¿From Eqs. (30), (29), (28) and (27) we conclude that λ R (D) = λ. In other words we have done a choice of renormalization scheme such that the constant λ introduced in the Lagrangian corresponds to the physical coupling constant in free space, at zero temperature. From Eqs. (29) and (27) we obtain the β and L dependent renormalized coupling constant,
The above procedure corresponds, on perturbative grounds, to sum up all the chains of bubble graphs in F ig.1. It is just the resummation of all the perturbative contributions including the counter terms from the chains of bubbles and the subtraction of the divergent (polar) parts, written in compact form. Again, these subtractions should be performed even for odd dimensions.
We have used above a modified minimal subtraction scheme where the mass and coupling constant counter terms are poles at the physical values of s. The multiple and double sums in Eqs. (8) to (20) define generalized inhomogeneous Epstein-Hurwitz zeta-functions, in such a way that the β and L dependent correction to the coupling constant is proportional to the regular part of the analytical extension of these inhomogeneous Epstein-Hurwitz zeta-functions in the neighbourhood of the pole at s = 2. For the non-Wick-ordered model the same argument applies to the renormalized mass for s = 1, and the β and L dependent renormalized mass at one-loop approximation is given by,
In dimension D = 3, from the relation [11] ,
after summing up geometric series, we obtain the following semi closed expressions,
4 Mass behaviour and critical curve 
where ϕ 0 is the normalized vacuum expectation value of the field (different from zero in the ordered phase).
Close to the critical curve, ϕ 0 vanishes and the thermal gap equation at one-loop order reduces, in the large N limit, to Eq.(32). If we limit ourselves to the neighbourhood of criticality, m 2 ≈ 0, we may use an asymptotic formula for small values of the argument of Bessel functions,
and Eq.(32) becomes,
where ζ(D − 2) is the Riemann zeta-function,
is the generalized Epstein-Hurwitz zeta -function [12] ,
The Riemann zeta-function ζ(D − 2) has an analytical extention to the whole complex D-plane, having an unique simple pole (of residue 1) at D = 3. On the other hand, from the properties of generalized Epstein zeta -functions, in particular recurrence relations, we can write the generalized zeta-function (40) in terms of the Riemann zeta-function. As it is done in Ref. [12] , whatever the sum one chooses to perform firstly, the manifest β ↔ L symmetry of Eq. (40) is lost. In order to preserve this symmetry, we adopt here a symmetrized summation which leads to
from which we conclude that 
Eq.(44) defines a meromorphic function having only one simple pole at z = 1. Next, remembering the formula,
where C is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, and using Eq. (41), we define the renormalized mass
in terms of which we obtain the critical curve in dimension D = 4,
where we have used ζ(2) = π 2 /6 and Γ(1/2) = √ π.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have presented a generalization of the Matsubara formalism to account for and for each single bubble a colour circulation factor N.
